
Blowing in the Wind

Wind power has proved itself to be the fastest growing energy source of all others. Last year, 235 new 

offshore wind turbines with a total power capacity of 866 MW were fully grid-connected across nine 

offshore wind farms, according to a statement issued by the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA), 

accompanying the publication of their annual offshore wind statistics for 2011. Across the EU, a total 

of 1,371 offshore turbines have now been grid-connected, with a total power capacity of 3,813 MW in 

53 wind farms in ten European countries. EWEA’s target for installed EU offshore wind power capacity 

by 2020 is 40,000 MW, producing approximately 4% of the EU’s total electricity consumption.

In their November 2011 report, ‘Wind in our Sails’ – The coming of Europe’s offshore wind energy 

industry, EWEA acknowledges the relevance of jack-up platforms as the workhorses of the industry: 

The industry is seeing increased specialisation of vessels for offshore wind generally and for the specific 

tasks performed on an offshore wind site. Nevertheless jack-up designs are expected to continue to 

dominate vital installation procedures and particularly turbine installation. Bearing this in mind our 

editors visited two brand new jack-up platforms: the sophisticated JB-117 of Jack-Up Barge and the 

GeoSea-owned Neptune, a DP jack-up platform built by IHC Merwede. At the moment of writing the 

JB-117 is getting ready for her first assignment on the 400MW BARD Offshore 1 wind farm and the 

Neptune also is already fully booked. Neptune’s first assignment will bring her to the Thornton bank off 

the Belgian coast, where the self-propelled jack-up platform will install 48 wind turbines for the second 

and third stages of C-Power NV’s offshore wind farm.

However, the price of electricity generated by offshore wind turbines is still higher than market prices 

for electricity from fossil fuels, which means that one way or another one will be paying significantly 

more for electricity in the next two decades. For now, though, the consensus seems to be that the price is 

worth paying to obtain an adequate future energy supply. The energy answer is blowing in the wind.

Dennis Vinkoert
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